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Abstract: Medical historians have recently become interested in the veterinary past, investigating the development of animal health in countries such as France, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States. An appreciation of the German context, however, is still lacking – a gap in the knowledge that the present article seeks to fill. Providing a critical interpretation of the evolution of the veterinary profession, this investigation explains why veterinary and medical spheres intersected, drifted apart, then came back together; it also accounts for the stark differences in the position of veterinarians in Germany and Britain. Emphasis is placed on how diverse traditions, interests and conceptualisations of animal health shaped the German veterinary profession, conditioned its field of operation, influenced its choice of animals and diseases, and dictated the speed of reform. Due to a state-oriented model of professionalisation, veterinarians became more enthusiastic about public service than private practice, perceiving themselves to be alongside doctors and scientists in status, rather than next to animal healers or manual labourers. Building on their expertise in epizootics, veterinarians became involved in zoonoses, following outbreaks of trichinosis. They achieved a dominant position in meat hygiene by refashioning abattoirs into sites for the construction of veterinary knowledge. Later, bovine tuberculosis helped veterinarians cement this position, successfully showcasing their expertise and contribution to society by saving as much meat as possible from diseased livestock. Ultimately, this article shows how veterinarians were heavily ‘entangled’ with the fields of medicine, food, agriculture and the military.
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Introduction

Over the last decade, historians have become increasingly concerned with the veterinary past. In a recent review, Saurabh Mishra went as far as to proclaim that veterinary history has ‘come of age’, successfully transcending ‘the older narratives of “progress”, “civilisation” and “great men”’ that had hitherto impaired the field. Consequently, it is no longer possible to take a teleological view of veterinarians as a profession in-waiting. More appreciation has emerged about the diverse groups that produced veterinary knowledge and practised animal healing; and research has shed light on veterinarians’ involvement in both epizootics and zoonoses. Most of the critical literature referred to in Mishra’s article addresses developments in France, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States, and research into the colonies is also a recent concern. Yet, circumstances in Germany, one of Europe’s largest nations, have so far attracted neither proper attention nor careful scrutiny. Given the important roles that German veterinarians played in cattle plague control, meat hygiene and research into communicable diseases between animals and humans, such an investigation is long overdue. Building on the ‘new veterinary history’, the present article shows that diverse traditions, interests and conceptualisations of animal health shaped the German profession, conditioned its field of operation, influenced its choice of animals and diseases, and dictated the speed of reforms.

One major difference between German and British veterinary history is the involvement of the state. At the end of the eighteenth century, the profession in both countries witnessed the foundation of veterinary schools, shared an overwhelming concern with horses, experienced difficulties creating trust with farmers and looked up to medical practitioners. Subsequent trajectories, however, could not have been more different. In 1817, the Prussian state set up a Veterinärpolizei (veterinary police) alongside a Medizinische Polizei (medical police), necessitating the appointment of suitably qualified practitioners to operate as veterinary officers in order to contain cattle plague. In the 1880s, the German profession built on this foundation by carving out a role in the inspection of meat in newly constructed abattoirs. By contrast, in Britain, minor involvement in state work emerged following the cattle plague outbreaks of 1865–7, but veterinary participation, in relation to meat or milk inspection, remained ‘sporadic’ well into the 1930s. Crucial to this difference

3 For a sample of work on German veterinary history, mostly by veterinarians, see Angela von den Driesch and Joris Peters, Geschichte der Tiermedizin. 5000 Jahre Tierheilkunde, 2nd edn (Stuttgart: Schattauer, 2003); Johann Schäffer (ed.), Tierheilkundige’ in Geschichte und Gegenwart (Giessen: ‘DVG’, 2010); Johann Schäffer and Peter Koolmees (eds), History of Veterinary Medicine and Agriculture (Giessen: DVG, 2003).
was the role of the state in creating veterinary officers whose dominance muffled concerns about competition with other animal healers and facilitated a push for attaining parity with physicians. When bacteriology made its breakthrough, German veterinarians did not feel threatened in the way that British veterinarians did because they had successfully capitalised on their expertise into epizootics to claim new competency in zoonoses.5

Recent work on veterinary history has also underlined the extent to which veterinary and human medicine were not separate but overlapping spheres.6 In particular, Abigail Woods and Michael Bresalier have shown, in their work on the history of ‘One Health’, how medical practitioners took an interest in comparative anatomy, conducted experiments on animals, treated animal diseases and offered their expertise on cattle plague in the eighteenth century.7 Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the rising importance of zoonotic diseases disrupted this partnership, but Woods and Bresalier stress that ‘the establishment of barriers between human and animal health did not follow immediately or inevitably upon the profession’s creation’.8 Similar observations can be made with regard to Germany. Prior to the establishment of veterinary schools, physicians investigated cattle plague, taught and researched veterinary medicine in universities and treated animal diseases as part of their work. In the early nineteenth century, Johann Peter Frank, a pioneer of social medicine and public health, refused to see any distinction between the two fields of ‘healing’. Later, the pathologist Rudolf Virchow, credited as one of the founders of One Health, continued in a similar vein, seeing links between human and animal diseases. As in Britain, clearer barriers were erected between the two disciplines as the century unfolded – but human and animal diseases were difficult to keep apart. By demonstrating why veterinary and medical spheres overlapped, drifted apart and came together again, the present article also sheds light on the intertwined relationship between animal and human health.

For obvious reasons, this paper can only present a preliminary overview: it is limited to developments during the long nineteenth century, tells a story based mainly on the Prussian experience and relies overwhelmingly on printed material. More in-depth studies – eg., focusing on a particular disease – might exploit the untapped yet rich archival sources, some of which appear in this article. Even so, subsequent research should benefit from the broad context into which German veterinary history is placed, and future investigation into histories of medicine, agriculture, food or animals in Germany would benefit from taking into consideration the impact of ‘veterinisation’.

The State, Medicine and the Military

At least three diverse sources can be detected at the birth of the modern veterinary profession. In his work on French veterinary history, Ronald Hubscher pointed to the hippological, medical and popular traditions, and this observation can be fruitfully applied to the German context too.9 First, stretching back to at least the thirteenth century, riding

8 Ibid., 651.
masters, equerries and farriers employed within the courts represented the hippological tradition. They wrote treatises that dealt with the breeding, shoeing and curing of horses in the possession of the aristocracy, whose involvement with the military meant, in turn, concern with warhorses.\(^{10}\) Spreading from Renaissance Italy, a body of hippological knowledge written in German developed during the seventeenth century and remained robust well into the twentieth.\(^{11}\) Second, a separate, medical tradition also emerged in response to cattle plague during the eighteenth century. Concerned with the damage wrought on livestock, monarchs turned to physicians, whose advice formed the basis on which states issued instructions to contain the spread of animal diseases.\(^{12}\) Finally, the least conspicuous, though arguably the most widespread, was the popular tradition. Due to the absence of written records, its origins are difficult to trace, but a significant number of popular writings about animal health originate in the sixteenth century.\(^{13}\) Much of the expertise contained within these works reflects the experience of lay animal healers, such as shepherds and herdsmen, who heavily influenced the treatment of livestock well into the nineteenth century.\(^{14}\) These three relatively distinct traditions laid claims on the bodies of various animals, responded to demand from a diverse clientele and came to cast different shadows over the activities of the modern veterinarian.

Traditional German veterinary histories have tended to draw a direct line between contagious animal diseases and the establishment of veterinary schools.\(^{15}\) Cattle plague represented a major headache for early modern German states. In 1766, the Saxon parliament in Dresden suggested the setting up of a school that would conduct more reliable investigation:

> You see it is not unknown to His Majesty how much the cattle plague in these lands has, despite all measures taken against it, wrought havoc for thirty years or more and that it is impossible to put forward reliable measures of prevention and cure without knowing for sure either the cause or, more importantly, the effects on the body of cattle.\(^{16}\)

In nearby Berlin, Frederick the Great went one step further, demanding, in 1767, the opening of a school that would train specialists to tackle cattle disease.\(^{17}\) Both calls, however, were to fail. In Dresden, negotiations with the University of Wittenberg broke down, with the need to create a school for midwives taking precedence. In Berlin,
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11. For a list of German hippological works, see F.H. Huth, Works on Horses and Equitation: A Bibliographical Record of Hippology (London: B. Quaritch, 1887).
enthusiasm also petered out; a report politely conveyed that the establishment of a school should be postponed ‘until sufficient funds become available’. In Munich, though, concerns about animal diseases were responsible for the opening of the Thier-Arzney-Schule (veterinary school), the main aim of which was, as the Duke of Bavaria proclaimed, ‘to control cattle plague from breaking out’. In general, despite evident willingness, the state struggled to bring veterinary schools into being.

Why there was this difficulty requires explanation. Consistent with what it had done throughout the eighteenth century, the state tapped into the medical tradition, looking to physicians as experts in cattle plague to help found veterinary schools. In Munich, Anton Will, a medical doctor from the University of Ingolstadt, was persuaded to head up the school in 1790, but academic physicians were, on the whole, hard to convince. Both the Prussian Academy of Sciences and the Oberkollegium Sanitatis – a committee made up of medical officers – refused to help when approached. One reason for their rejection was the increased amount of work. At the end of the eighteenth century, as Ute Frevert has observed, ‘physicians, as the most important administrators of medical police,’ had become ‘hopelessly overburdened’. In the Kurmark, a province of Prussia, thirty medical officers were responsible for inspecting 114 apothecaries, 249 surgeons, 158 midwives and 114 doctors. In 1805, C.F.L. Wildberg, a Mecklenburg court councillor and early pioneer of medical jurisprudence, referred to this workload in an open letter to the Prussian senior medical councillor, complaining about the unfair amount of state veterinary work. Status was a factor, too: in the same letter, Wildberg charged that ‘animal healing’ and ‘human healing’ were ‘incompatible’, and expressed dismay that tending to animals harmed the reputation of physicians. Among learned medical doctors, animal health was considered degrading: shepherds, butchers and cow-leeches were its ‘natural’ practitioners. ‘People [who] have been bred with cattle, have grown up with them’, they scoffed, ‘are their true friends and know most about them.’ In practice, of course, doctors frequently treated animals in response to demand from owners, and a ‘knowledge of animal diseases’ remained a prerequisite for becoming medical officers in Prussia well into the nineteenth century. Yet, as the standing of the profession rose in the mid-century, physicians yearned to be rid of animal healing. In 1857, a Würzburg medical professor explained candidly, ‘[A]nimal studies is not to be regarded as a coordinated and independent part of general healing; therefore a knowledge of animal medicine is not necessary for the human doctor.’

One important exception to the apparent split between these two areas of healing is that medical doctors had fewer qualms about veterinary medicine in universities –
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an outlook reflecting broader reservations about engaging in manual versus intellectual labour. As Claudia Huerkamp has noted, academic physicians ‘shunned manual activities such as blood-letting, dressing wounds, drawing abscesses’ – and the direct handling of animals would have fallen under this category.\textsuperscript{28} Yet, a theoretical knowledge of animal health, as opposed to its practical applications, was acceptable, because teaching did not involve direct dealings with animal flesh. At the end of the eighteenth century, Göttinngen (1771), Freiburg (1783), Marburg (1788) and Würzburg (1793) offered the subject, and professorial chairs were also created.\textsuperscript{29} At the University of Giessen, from where a separate veterinary school came into being in 1829, veterinary teaching stretched back to 1777. Medical doctors such as Ernst Schwabe, Ludwig Bojanus and Christoph Nebel imparted veterinary knowledge to future physicians, landowners and lawyers, who would, in their later careers, have to recommend measures about contagious animal diseases, know something about breeding and deliver legal verdicts on the value of livestock.\textsuperscript{30} Later scientific and medical interest in animal diseases partly stems from this tradition; it explains why veterinarians subsequently struggled to assert the validity of their expertise in public committees, at agricultural fairs and in courts. It also explains why veterinary schools started out estranged from universities.

Faced with medical reservations, the state looked to exploit the hippological tradition, turning to the military for help in setting up veterinary schools. At Hannover, Johann Adam Kersting, Senior Horse Doctor to the Royal Army, was responsible for founding the first school in Germany. King George III made it clear that the school’s priorities lay less on educating veterinarians with the knowledge to combat diseases of livestock than to train up regimental horse doctors with the practical know-how of shoeing (and curing) army horses.\textsuperscript{31} Reflecting this emphasis, the school was placed under the auspices of the Ober-Hof-Marschallamt (Senior Court Marshall Office), initially called itself Roßarzneischule (School of Equine Medicine) and Kersting predominantly taught and wrote about horse-shoeing.\textsuperscript{32} In Berlin, the military influence was equally pronounced: when its school opened in 1790, some twenty years after initial plans, it was also aimed at ‘training up good horse doctors for the stable and the regiments’.\textsuperscript{33} Even though civilian pupils were accommodated, cavalry regiments reserved the right to send their own soldiers to be trained as farriers, and a further six places were earmarked for future stud officials. Even at Munich, the military influence grew because of difficulties attracting pupils. On its tenth anniversary, the Prince-Elector of Bavaria, Maximilian Joseph, undertook efforts to attract physicians, surgeons and blacksmiths to enrol but he could not prevent the school’s reorganisation in 1810.\textsuperscript{34} Placed in the hands of Baron Kessling, the Oberstallmeister (senior equerry), the main focus of the school was shifted to training farriers for the
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army – a decision that proved to be long lasting. As late as 1861, the Bavarian parliament complained about the school’s narrow focus on the ‘treatment of sick horses’, lamented the lack of a clinic that dissected cattle (despite a burgeoning milk industry) and criticised the scant attention paid to the health of sheep and goats.  

During this seminal period in the development of the German veterinary profession, medical and military traditions exhibited contrasting conceptualisations about animal health, where its knowledge should be constructed, the kind of people who should be trained and the types of animals that should be cared for. Medical practitioners, who were already very much involved with cattle plague, were sceptical about becoming involved in veterinary schools. Not least because associations with lay animal healers would be socially degrading, they preferred instead teaching in universities, where a theoretical knowledge of animal health could be imparted to future leaders. Due to medical reticence, the military took over. Yet for army officers, priorities lay in the training up of farriers for the purposes of shoeing and curing horses – an emphasis that precluded a broader engagement with the health of other animals and set back the possibilities of recruiting learned men as practitioners. In 1810, Wilhelm Humboldt approached the extant veterinary school in the Prussian capital with the intention of forging close ties with his new University of Berlin. However, the philosopher’s plans for introducing free scientific inquiry did not sit well with the militaristic culture of the Berlin school. Directed as it still was by the Oberstallmeister and placed under the auspices of the Marschallamt, the school rejected this overture. Much of the effort at reform within Germany during the second half of the century focused on weakening this military influence. Bringing back a more medical as well as scientific interest in contagious animal diseases – the state’s initial plan – became the aim.

The Marketplace for Animal Health, the Private Practitioner and the Emergence of Veterinary Officers

For those who chose, following their attendance at a veterinary school, to work as private practitioners rather than serve as military farriers, fierce competition awaited. In 1805, the physician and naturalist Ludwig Bojanus, professor-elect of veterinary medicine at the University of Vilnius, observed how newly trained veterinarians struggled against lay animal healers for a share of the pie:

His office, which does not belong to the most respected, brings him constantly in relation with the common people, to whose ideas and conceptions he must adapt himself if he will not endanger his success and let it pass over into the hands of quacks and herdsmen.

Those who took the risk pointed to their training and knowledge in attempts to attract clientele. Without a substantial previous record of treating animals, however, livestock owners found it difficult to trust them; their ‘knowledge’ lacked the wealth of experience on which shepherds or herdsmen typically drew. With this in mind, Bojanus issued a warning, calling upon the new veterinary schools to resist re-emerging ideas of training ‘learned’ men. Belief in the superiority of ‘scientific knowledge’ would, he advised, repel farmers. Schools should instead select the veterinary aspirant ‘from the mass of the people,  
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to whom he will return’; ‘he should feel at home in the circle in which he shall enter . . . and should not be rejected as foreign by the class of people among whom he shall live and work.’

For Bojanus, veterinarians should be practical men. Their survival depended on possessing the right social background and communication skills.

Contesting this view was the physician Johann Peter Frank, author of the *System einer vollständigen medicinischen Polizey* (1779–1819). Mostly unremarked upon in standard medical histories, Frank not only fleshed out ideas for a medical police in his influential books but also provided a blueprint for a veterinary equivalent. Based on a belief that both the medical and veterinary fields should be categorised under ‘general healing’, he argued passionately against the view that veterinary work should be left to ‘unscientific people’. His exhortation that medical men should assume responsibilities for both areas may have fallen on deaf ears – it also left little room for the training up of veterinarians as a distinct group of experts – but his proposal that educated men should be employed in veterinary public health, and the involvement of medical men in this set-up, left an indelible mark. His influence can be discerned in the courses on cattle plague and veterinary policing that were set up at the Stuttgart (1810), Berlin (1822), Hannover (1824) and Dresden (1845) schools. His views were also reflected in the works of Bernard Laubender (1805), Georg Friedrich Tscheulin (1821) and Ludwig Wagenfeld (1835) – a mixture of doctors and veterinarians tasked with teaching in veterinary schools.

In 1817, two state appointments resulted from these developments, initially in Prussia. Though few in number, the Departements-tierarzt (chief veterinary officers) served a broad administrative area; more numerous was the Kreistierarzt (district veterinary officers), who operated within narrower administrative areas. At the outset, veterinary officers were mere bystanders in the field of contagious animal diseases. Demonstrating uncertainty about whether veterinary expertise could be trusted, the state privileged the opinions of surgeons and physicians. Within the Prussian state apparatus, district veterinary officers were placed on the lowest scale and thus had to obey orders not only from medical officers in general but also from the Kreiswundarzt (district surgeons) – a profession on the wane. Chief veterinary officers were ranked higher than surgeons of any description, but they were still subordinate to district medical officers, who had the final say in matters of public health, broadly conceived. Reporting animal diseases to a higher authority fell to veterinarians but no important decision could be made without the intervention of physicians, as higher-ranked officials.

In her book on the rise of the medical profession, Huerkamp observed that public appointments, while nothing more than technical positions with limited powers, nonetheless helped physicians win custom in a competitive medical marketplace. For veterinarians, public work would have been a bigger deal. For one thing, private
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veterinarians failed to win state protection. In 1811, the Prussian Ministry of the Interior mandated that ‘farriers and animal doctors’ obtain a Gewerbeschein (trading licence) from their local authority; similar moves were undertaken in Bavaria (1810) and Hessen (1822). Such rulings were expected to prohibit healers without proper ‘training’ from treating animals, barring those who had been ‘born’ into the profession. During the 1830s, however, such protection was lifted. Nominally, a lack of ‘properly trained veterinarians’ was the reason. More likely is that the ruling made it difficult for farmers to continue to rely on ‘self-appointed experts’. How much resentment state moves could sow is shown in the counter-legislations that poured scorn on the notion that animal healers could be ‘trained’. For example, in the Stade region, part of the Kingdom of Hannover, a ruling was passed in 1836 that sought to protect those ‘born into’ the profession. Lay animal healers, it was decreed, did not need to request a licence, but ‘other people’, veterinarians included, did:

The practice of animal healing is to be left up to hangmen with regard to animals in general; to blacksmiths and farriers with regard to horses; to shepherds and other herdsmen with regard to those animals they are in charge of and without limitation to their own herds. All other people must obtain authorisation to conduct this questionable art . . .

Such a situation reflected the strength of feeling among farmers concerning their rights. As the state discovered to its cost, arrangements that had been attained between farmers and animal healers were not to be taken lightly. For conservative Prussian estate owners, no doubt, the imposition of urban-trained veterinarians constituted an affront to their rural authority and a challenge to their traditional way of life.

Despite the lack of state protection, though, private practitioners – such as Johann Schmager, who operated in the Black Forest between the 1830s and 1850s – sought public works. The son of a surgeon, Schmager originally attended the now-defunct veterinary school in Karlsruhe in 1828, and went on to study medicine at the university in Freiburg. He then set up a practice in nearby Lahr, a small town in the western part of the Black Forest. From the beginning, Schmager found it difficult to ply his trade because of the minimal amount of work farmers were willing to provide. He thus looked for other openings to stabilise his income but here, too, encountered resistance. His journal entries frequently feature complaints about Ferdinand Frank, the local knacker, whose network of clients, accumulated over a period of three generations, made it next to impossible to make inroads. His rival’s cosy relationship with the local authority, which allowed Frank to monopolise the collection of animal carcasses, did not help either. Eventually, Schmager readily accepted a new role, offered by the town, of inspector, in which post he oversaw the vending of meat, turned in stray dogs and policed the local livestock market. He was also quick to defend his public role when Frank attempted to muscle in. Further research must assess how representative Schmager’s experiences were of the whole of Germany, but they do hint at the kind of difficulties private practitioners encountered. Seeking collaboration with authority was, even for private practitioners, a realistic survival strategy.
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Such circumstances undoubtedly explain why, from the 1830s, veterinarians sought to make headway instead as veterinary officers, wresting control of contagious animal diseases away from their medical colleagues. One small, early success was in the investigation of mange – a contagious skin disease. Traditionally, surgeons had treated this malady, but in 1836 the state expressed its reservations about this: the examinations that district surgeons had to pass ‘did not guarantee that they possessed the necessary knowledge to execute the affairs of veterinary police’. Consequently, the Prussian government delivered a decree that replaced surgeons with veterinarians. Such a decision, still rare at this time, represented a major advance. Back in 1803, a Prussian directive mentioned veterinarians for the first time as agents in the state’s fight against cattle plague. Categorised alongside shepherds and herdsmen, however, they were merely asked to report outbreaks to the district medical officer. During the 1830s, however, veterinarians came to pose a threat to physicians. Even though the latter were called on ‘as higher authority in ambiguous and more important cases’ of cattle plague, the former, it seems, appear to have been less forthcoming about cases that needed the attention of higher-ranked experts. Medical officers protested, complaining about the ‘loss of emoluments’ because veterinarians were referring fewer cases to them. On this occasion, the Prussian state took the side of physicians. Following pressure, one reminder, issued in 1837, reprimanded district veterinary officers for doing as they pleased.

Compared with their counterparts in Britain, veterinarians in the German states took on public roles early on in the evolution of their profession, and the veterinary police, as it developed in the first half of the nineteenth century, witnessed significant intermingling of veterinary and medical personnel. In England, as Woods and Matthews have pointed out, private practitioners held sway in debates about the direction of the profession. They argued that practical know-how, business sense and social skills were more important than expertise in science, education or gentlemanly comportment within an unforgiving marketplace. By contrast, within the German context, the voices of private practitioners and arguments for a more practical orientation, with a few early exceptions, are barely audible throughout the rest of the nineteenth century. Once a state-centred model of professionalisation was established, commercial concerns about quacks became secondary, social fears regarding association with shepherds and herdsmen dissipated and attention shifted to obtaining parity with doctors. Crucially, incorporation into the state apparatus removed veterinarians from the category of animal healer and placed them in the same category as medical practitioners. Even though the relationship was a subordinate one, state involvement offered veterinarians a way to escape the marketplace, to insist on similarities with medical practice and, as medicine incorporated more science, to regard themselves as scientists too. In Britain, a similar rallying cry for veterinarians to become more like physicians is detectable; in Germany, as the power of veterinary officers increased, it became the norm.
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Two Veterinary Classes, the Rise of Veterinary Officers and Military Resistance

When the London Veterinary College (1791) and the Berlin Veterinary School (1792) were first founded, both institutions started out accepting anybody wishing to enter.\textsuperscript{58} There was no common rule by which these places selected school-leavers for admission, reflecting fears that drawing up conditions of entry would deter applicants. In 1838, however, the Berlin school took the decision to impose on aspirants the \textit{Sekundareife}: those interested in attending needed to have completed intermediate secondary school.\textsuperscript{59} In England, the Royal Veterinary College continued to require no formal qualification until 1864. Crucial to this difference was the existence of public appointments. At the completion of their studies, Berlin students sat qualifying final examinations in order to become district veterinary officers, and then, after a further five years’ experience, they could apply to become chief veterinary officers.

Such a move to create a high standard of entry, however, encountered military opposition. Nobody would, the army warned, want to become veterinarians if the academic hurdle was raised too high. Conditions to a second track were thus lowered: school-leavers needed to have completed \textit{Volkschule} (primary school), which equipped children to be able to read and write basic German and Latin, but nothing more ‘academic’ was demanded.\textsuperscript{60} Following admission, these pupils were trained over a course of six semesters in practical aspects of curing and shoeing. Much of the training took place in forges; shoes were hammered out and placed on horses’ hooves. Those admitted on superior school-leaving qualifications became the ‘bourgeois’ of the profession; those admitted on less became the ‘proletariat’.\textsuperscript{61} In Britain, the difference between various types of veterinarian was hazy; in Prussia, at least, it was stark.

For the first half of the nineteenth century, statistics on the profession do not differentiate between private, public or military veterinarians, making it difficult to ascertain the respective proportions, but the fact that a high standard of entry was introduced, despite military opposition, indicates the rising power of veterinary officers. Prior to the 1820s, fewer than 400 trained veterinarians operated in the whole of Prussia. Towards the end of the 1830s, however, numbers had picked up. A growing awareness that training at veterinary schools resulted in employment arguably raised incentives. Thus, despite meagre increases in the equine population (a reflection of the sluggish pace of industrialisation), the number of veterinarians witnessed a dramatic increase from the 1840s (see Table 1). In the following two decades, their number almost doubled. By 1848, chief veterinary officers were to be found in all ten provinces, and district veterinary officers operated in 169 of the 325 districts.\textsuperscript{62} Eventually, towns and cities also decided to employ their own veterinary officer. Berlin, for instance, appointed a full-time veterinarian in 1853. By 1870, the Prussian capital was employing one chief veterinary officer and two district veterinary officers.\textsuperscript{63}

Strength in numbers brought increased powers. In 1842, the Prussian Ministry of Justice entrusted district veterinary officers with the surveillance of borders, ensuring that diseased
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livestock did not cross national boundaries. In 1849, the Ministry of Education put an end to the ongoing conflict between veterinarians and physicians, with a senior bureaucrat writing:

With regard to the question whether district veterinary officers should be tasked exclusively with matters of veterinary police, or whether they should be preferably conferred upon district medical officers, I am in agreement with His Majesty’s Government that in all matters related to veterinary policing, district veterinary officers should be assigned in places where exceptional ones are employed and extended as a rule to all areas of veterinary police.

Following this watershed decision, administrations across the German states took steps to separate the veterinary and medical police, with Saxony (1856), Baden (1864–5), Württemberg (1868) and Bavaria (1868/72) all introducing independent administrative organisations. Veterinarians thus no longer needed to report back to physicians. In Baden, fines were also imposed on those who meddled in veterinary affairs without the necessary qualifications. Even though limited to safeguarding the activities of veterinary officers, the practice of healing, slaughter and inspection, when carried out in the duty of the state, became veterinarians’ exclusive domain.

Two pieces of legislation cemented the advance of veterinarians in the state apparatus. In 1869, the Rinderpestgesetz (Rinderpest Law) came into effect in the North German Federation, placing veterinarians in exclusive charge of epizootics. In 1873, the Ministry of Agriculture, under the stewardship of the energetic Eduard Marcard, stepped in to take over veterinary administration. Two years later, Marcard oversaw the creation of the Prussian Viehseuchengesetz (Contagious Animal Diseases Law), which specified that ‘the veterinary officer be immediately consulted’. Medical officers were excluded. In order to advise the state at the highest level, the Technische Deputation für das Veterinärwesen.

### Table 1: Number of veterinarians versus number of horses registered in Prussia, 1822–55.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of veterinarians</th>
<th>No. of horses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1822</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>1,363,247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1825</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>1,402,352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1828</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>1,385,021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1831</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>1,374,594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1834</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>1,415,289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1837</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>1,472,901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>1,516,619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1843</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>1,564,554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1846</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>1,614,696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>1,575,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>1,579,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>1,550,844</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(Veterinary Technical Deputation) was also created: composed of two medical doctors, three landowners and seven veterinarians, veterinarians thereby became influential in the decision-making process. By the time that the Prussian law became an imperial one, following German unification, veterinary responsibility had further enlarged. Following amendments in 1894, swine plague, avian plague and tuberculosis were added to the list of contagious animal diseases. New directives relating to healthy animals – not just diseased ones – also came into being. The shift to an emphasis on prevention is detectable here for the first time.

Less speed characterised changes to the power and status of military farriers. When reforms were implemented to the two-tier system in Prussia in 1855, elevating the prerequisite for study at veterinary schools to the acquisition of Obersekundareife, or graduation without the taking of final examinations, the military chose to abide by different rules; it came around to accepting this change only in 1866. During this period, military farriers were generally referred to as Roßarzt (horse doctor), were tasked overwhelmingly with the shoeing of horses and had to ask for permission from their commanding officer to handle diseased horses. Officers felt they knew better: ‘[A] great part of the cavalry and artillery officers’, one veterinarian complained, ‘take it upon themselves to cure army horses, conduct it themselves and decide prescription, perceiving and using farriers only as a technical drudge.’ No wonder that the military class, especially in Prussia, thought little about raising the status of horse doctors: ‘The vet should be a farrier, a farrier cannot be an officer, and therefore the vet cannot be an officer.’

Building on their growing influence within the profession, veterinarian officers stepped up the pressure on the military from the 1870s. Shoeing became the main battleground, because of its association with manual as opposed to intellectual labour. In 1873, Anton Ludwig Sombart, a national liberal, supported a change to the status of military farriers. He argued in the Reichstag that ‘[veterinarians] cannot today go about swinging the hammer on the anvil and then the next day use the same hand to operate the lancet, the microscope and the chemical balance’. During another debate in the Prussian parliament, it was pointed out that, ‘in all other armies [with the exception of Prussia,] shoeing is not the main thing but is strictly separated from veterinary medicine and the military vets merely oversee it’. After German unification, the inertia to synchronise veterinary arrangements across the German states witnessed the introduction of veterinary inspection within the Prussian army.
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Tasked also with the organisation and administration of shoeing, which specialist farriers were now to carry out, veterinarians could concentrate on the treatment of diseases.

During the 1870s and the 1880s, George Fleming, a British army veterinarian, called on colleagues to involve themselves more with contagious animal diseases and the inspection of meat and milk. To be able to do so, he urged, veterinarians needed to become ‘educated scientific men’. 79 In Germany, there was no comparable, progressive military figure. Rather, it was the army that played the conservative role, emphasising the importance of practical and manual labour against the view of veterinary officers, who insisted on the pursuit of intellectual and scientific inquiry. Starting out with the introduction of higher standards of entry in 1838, veterinary officers had, by the 1870s, established themselves as the most influential voice within the profession. Such a position had been achieved on the back of increased numbers, the resolution of institutional subordination to medical officers in the state apparatus, the widening of the scope of their activities through inclusion of a variety of contagious animal diseases and the elevation of veterinarians as experts to the highest level of government. Building on these advances, German veterinarians could capitalise on the increasing importance of zoonoses during the second half of the nineteenth century.

From Epizootics to Zoonoses: Meat Inspection in Abattoirs

During the 1860s, epidemics broke out that tested newly emerging boundaries of medical and veterinary knowledge. In Britain, as Michael Worboys has demonstrated, the cattle plague outbreaks were a watershed event: medical practitioners took an interest in the epizootic and eventually came to challenge the veterinary model of control that had been put in place following the outbreaks of 1865–6. 80 In Germany during a similar period, it was trichinosis, a zoonosis believed to be caused by the eating of raw pork, that proved formative. Most of the epidemics took place in northern Germany, and one of the most serious was recorded in 1862 in Hedersleben, a small town 160 km south of Berlin. Some 337 inhabitants came down with the disease, of which 101 eventually died – all from sharing one pig. 81 Despite a tradition of zoological interest in the parasite, trichinosis was an overwhelmingly medical event. Both Friedrich Zenker and Friedrich Küchenmeister, who played key roles in demonstrating that the trichinae pathogens could transfer to humans, were physicians. Medical practitioners were tasked with diagnosis either at the bedside or in the hospital. They were also responsible for sending specimens for microscopic testing by laboratory scientists. Veterinarians were largely absent – but, during the 1880s, as the number of abattoirs dramatically increased, they became the main scientific experts in meat hygiene.

One influential pathologist who confirmed the existence of the disease in his laboratory was Rudolf Virchow. Because *trichinella* could only be diagnosed after slaughter, Virchow initially called for self-protection, urging households to purchase microscopes and to take hygienic measures in the kitchen. 82 Despite the seemingly simple advice to cook meat thoroughly, however, instances failed to die down. Most medical observers placed the
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blame – without much evidence – on the strength of the north German custom of eating raw pork. In 1864, the Commission of the Berlin Medical Society – of which Virchow was a member – took this lesson on board as it recommended state intervention: ‘Certainly, explanations about the dangers can be very useful but they cannot pervade all sections of the population so that a strong and securer control of slaughtered animals . . . is required more than ever.’ Following advice by the Commission, the Prussian Schlachthofgesetz (Slaughterhouse Law) was passed in 1868 that prescribed the construction of abattoirs as the fundamental solution to trichinosis; but the legislation did not specify who was to be placed in charge. Nor was the law particularly effective: only thirteen public slaughterhouses were built as a result.

For veterinarians, the field of zoonosis was, during this period, new and ambiguous terrain. Protecting the health of humans from transmissible animal diseases was still a contentious undertaking. Even though a few veterinarians threw themselves into trichinosis research from the mid-1860s, especially in Saxony, they hesitated about encroaching upon medical territory. One of the first veterinarians to write about the disease, the Dresden professor G.C. Haubner, balked at the opportunity to assess the health of meat and milk. Both ‘undoubtedly’ belonged to ‘the medical police like all other food’, he argued; only when ‘veterinary knowledge is absolutely necessary’ could the task be ‘transferred to the veterinary police’. Nor did Haubner particularly warm to either the idea of meat inspection, or the abattoir, because of the cost and time involved. Gradually, however, interest in these areas did increase. One of the most influential advocates was Andreas Gerlach, who became director of the Berlin school in 1870. In his seminal work, Die Fleischkost der Menschen (The Meat Diet of Humans), he called on fellow veterinarians to claim the ‘neutral terrain’ between human and animal medicine. Despite sharing the experience of trichinosis with Haubner, Gerlach became convinced of the need for stricter controls, along the lines Virchow had advocated. His theory that rats were a major source of infection also shifted some of the responsibility to stockowners and breeders – not just butchers or housewives – for the spread of the disease. By doing so, Gerlach helped to extend the frontline in the battle against trichinosis and paved the way for a veterinary model of policing zoonoses.

During the 1870s, the veterinary profession embraced the abattoir as an institution through which the powers of veterinary police could be extended. At this time, farmers and regional politicians resented the heavy hand of veterinary officers in the control of rinderpest. From 1872, the epizootic periodically made its way from the Russian steppes, prompting an international conference, held in Vienna, which floated the idea
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of constructing slaughterhouses on the East Prussian border. Due to the development of the railway, contagious animal diseases spread more easily. Building slaughterhouses on the eastern border, and killing the animals prior to transportation, or forcing local regions (which were impoverished anyway) to consume the meat from slaughter, would, it was argued, prevent infected animals from moving west. Following the creation, in 1875, of the Veterinary Technical Deputation, of which both Virchow and Gerlach were founding members, discussions intensified. In 1877, Gerlach, as head of the deputation, issued a plea to the Prussian parliament, calling for the revision of the 1868 Slaughterhouse Law. Both epizootic and zoonotic arguments became important strands of the deliberations that took place. Even though Gerlach did not live to witness the debate – he died later in 1877 – Virchow seconded his proposal. Speaking in the Prussian Landtag (state parliament), the pathologist delivered a eulogy that praised his friend’s work on meat hygiene as ‘the best on the subject’. Thanks in part to Virchow’s support, the amended law came into being; the argument that abattoirs could protect German agrarian interests from foreign imports also helped. By 1890, 183 abattoirs had been opened in Prussia alone; in 1903, 839 operated across Germany.

Most of these new slaughterhouses employed veterinarians, who worked as directors, inspectors or assistants. One of the largest opened in Berlin in 1881, and Hugo Hertwig, a former district veterinary officer, became its chief of meat inspection. Under him worked a further twelve veterinarians in an operation that numbered 160 personnel. Increasingly tasked not only with the administration but also with the construction of actual buildings, veterinarians quickly made abattoirs their new fiefdom. In 1893, one of the self-titled ‘sanitary veterinarians’ wrote that the purpose behind the statistical reports he compiled was not only to inform consumers about the health of meat, but also to provide farmers with information on infectious diseases, reflecting both epizootic and zoonotic concerns.

In 1885, Robert Ostertag, the founding father of modern systems of meat inspection, began his illustrious career at the Berlin abattoir. There, he built his scientific reputation by dint of the ‘extraordinarily large amount of specimens’ placed for dissection. Cattle plague control had furnished veterinarians with only a limited and irregular supply of mainly diseased animals, but abattoirs had an almost limitless and regular supply of both healthy and diseased livestock. Sanitary veterinarians published the results of their research in specialist journals: Ostertag’s own Zeitschrift für Fleisch und Milchhygiene (Journal of Meat and Milk Hygiene) was one major outlet. In 1893, the slaughterhouse director at Berlin claimed that sanitary veterinarians were superior to researchers at Virchow’s nearby Institute of Pathology: ‘[F]ar richer specimens are available . . . In fact,
animal pathology is significantly advanced through the works of sanitary veterinarians, especially with regard to parasitology.’

Such advances culminated in the Reichsfleischbeschaugesetz (Imperial Meat Inspection Law), which accorded veterinarians a central role. For Ostertag, a chief architect of the legislation, veterinarians had been crucial in bringing it about. In his influential Handbook of Meat Inspection, he boasted that the law was the direct result of ‘the indefatigable efforts which the representatives of veterinary science have put forth for several decades toward introducing a general compulsory inspection of food animals [sic!] and meat.’

One anomaly that remained, though, was medical involvement in trichinosis inspections. During the pre-abattoir era, most German states had designated educated laymen – whose expertise was certified by medical officers – to this task. Responding to individual requests from butchers, hotels or restaurants that slaughtered their own pigs, inspectors would visit equipped with a microscope and logbook. Only on rare occasions were veterinarians involved in this work. Following the widespread construction of abattoirs, however, the process of trichinosis inspection was modified so that applications had to be made to the slaughterhouses. Even so, as in the Berlin slaughterhouse, medical officers were to be called in for dubious cases, and physicians resisted a handover in places such as Kottbus (1891), Posen (1891) and Kassel (1894), rejecting what they saw as attempts at transforming this medical terrain into a veterinary one.

For the veterinary profession as a whole, involvement in meat hygiene proved to be highly significant: it carved out new expertise in zoonoses and created additional sites of employment that built on advances made in the control of epizootics. During the 1860s, the debate over trichinosis generated medical demand for abattoirs, but enthusiasm for them was low, resulting in piecemeal legislation that focused just on trichinosis inspection through medically certified laymen. In the wake of the rinderpest outbreaks in the 1870s, however, as enthusiasm for abattoirs resurfaced, veterinarians successfully transformed them into a hub that undertook to address both epizootic and zoonotic concerns. By the time Robert Koch made his bacteriological breakthrough in the 1880s, veterinarians were firmly institutionalised in meat inspection controls, and had no issues about introducing germ theory in the abattoir. ‘[M]eat inspection is’, Ostertag quipped, ‘nothing more or less [sic!] than applied bacteriology.’ For German veterinarians, abattoirs were their laboratory. Both healthy and unhealthy livestock could be assembled, dissected and investigated to produce veterinary knowledge. ‘Through the collection of biological and microscopic specimens’, one representative boasted, ‘science is advanced.’

In Britain, veterinarians opposed the setting up of laboratories in the wake of the cattle plague outbreaks, and resented medical encroachment. They exploited the fact that the disease did not transfer between humans and animals to ‘deny that there was much common ground
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between veterinary and human medicine.'

By contrast, in Germany, veterinarians moved the other way, capitalising on their involvement in epizootics to claim new terrain in zoonoses.

**Bovine Tuberculosis, the Freibank and Agriculture**

Because of the awareness raised by trichinosis, German veterinarians also became interested in the dangers posed by bovine tuberculosis, as transmitted through the consumption of meat and milk. At the end of the eighteenth century, medical opinion had concluded that *Perlsucht*, as bovine tuberculosis was traditionally called, posed little threat to human health, resulting in governmental action that sought to educate the public about its ‘harmlessness’. In 1865, Jean Antoine Villemin, however, overturned this orthodoxy, demonstrating that tuberculosis could cross the species barrier. This finding inspired Gerlach to begin research into *Perlsucht* during the early 1870s. His discovery that experimental animals developed tubercular alterations when fed with the meat of animals suffering from *Perlsucht* convinced him that the meat could be a carrier of the disease. For Gerlach, the main criterion on which decisions about edibility should be based was to establish whether the virus had affected the lymph, because this was proof that the disease had spread throughout the body. Looking for clinical signs was deceptive: cattle that looked completely healthy could already be infected. Even in ambiguous cases, he argued, veterinarians should err on the side of caution and eject the animal from trade.

Such a recommendation aroused controversy within the veterinary community. Most veterinarians could not accept the amount of food that would have to be wasted, based on the mere suspicion of infection. Following heated debate, the newly created *Deutscher Veterinärrat* (German Veterinary Council) passed a resolution in 1875, declaring that research was still insufficient to justify a ban on everything that came from infected animals. Following Gerlach’s death, the Berlin veterinary school, when approached to give its own considered view, was equally sceptical: ‘[I]t is not yet proven that the meat of an otherwise very fat and well-nourished cow suffering from generalised tuberculosis is unsuitable for human consumption.’ Such negative reactions did not mean that communicability itself was doubted. In the 1880s, Alfred Johne, a professor at Dresden, extended Gerlach’s investigations into bovine tuberculosis, rectifying the mistake Gerlach had made in rejecting meat from the animal the moment the virus entered the lymph glands. He instead inferred that only when it reached the circulation of blood should the meat be regarded as unfit for human consumption. ‘Not until this point in time’, he concluded, ‘are we justified in unconditionally excluding from the market a given piece of meat.’ Following the contemporaneous publication of the results of Koch’s investigation into tuberculosis, transmissibility between man and animal received bacteriological support, but the debate continued with regard to how the danger should be addressed.
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Veterinarians dominated much of the discussion into the practicalities of what to do. At the International Congress of Veterinarians held in Brussels in 1883, August Lydtin, chief veterinary officer in Baden, succinctly presented three potential solutions: (1) heating, (2) confiscation and (3) the abattoir. For butchers and consumers, sterilisation through heating was perhaps the most convenient and economical. Certainly, the kitchen served as an effective place of disinfection, Lydtin acknowledged, but the experience of trichinosis had already cast doubt over the ability of the public to protect themselves. Even if instructions were issued about how the meat should be heated, he added, people would be led to believe that all cooked meat would be safe to eat, when, in fact, heat can at times fail to ‘penetrate deeply’ into all meat parts. Confiscation of diseased meat, on the other hand, would be safer than cooking. Even though this option would be unpopular, Lydtin remarked, diagnosing the infection itself in the carcass was relatively easy. Yet the problem with this approach was that the search for diseased meat necessitated major ‘interventions into the private possession of butchers and breeders’. Imposing fines would be counterproductive; parties would hide suspected cases for fear of incurring severe financial losses. For all of these reasons, Lydtin concluded, the abattoir was the only realistic solution.

Bovine tuberculosis presented an opportunity for veterinarians to show off their newly acquired expertise. Not only did sanitary veterinarians have to carry out the difficult task of ‘ascertaining exactly the spread and degree of the tubercular alterations’, they also had to ‘carefully remove the infected parts from the cadaver destined for consumption based on objective knowledge’. ‘Only the veterinarian, who has practical experience in meat inspection,’ Lydtin counselled, ‘has this necessary knowledge.’ For sanitary veterinarians, this expertise was central to their mission of ‘saving’ as much meat as possible. Meat inspection was not only about the protection of human health; it was also concerned with its improvement through preventing the ‘unnecessary destruction of still useable, valuable nutritious material’. Nowhere was this interest more apparent than in moves to re-invent the Freibank. Originally, the Freibank was a sixteenth-century institution widespread in southern Germany and Austria. Placed under the control of the butcher’s guild, it had sold ‘inferior’ meat at a different location and at cheaper prices. For veterinarians, the Freibank was of interest because it could be refashioned to sell meat from cattle infected with localised tuberculosis. Public sentiment would not allow for healthy meat to be sold alongside that saved from diseased animals, but it could be offered at lower prices without attracting any criticism of deception. Thus, despite objections from butchers, veterinarians successfully implemented Freibanks: by 1900, 362 were in operation in Prussia alone, all attached to the abattoir system. Of all the cattle inspected during that same year, fifteen per cent were found to have tuberculosis; however, thanks to veterinary expertise, only 2.7 per cent had to be condemned. Pointing to this
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smaller loss through waste, veterinarians could further claim that they were making a major contribution to elevating the health of the nation, especially in urban areas.

Compared with their increased importance in towns and cities, veterinarians found it difficult to make their influence felt in the countryside. Such an impasse had beset the early history of the profession, driving practitioners into the arms of the state, but the subsequent and rapid rise in the number of veterinarians facilitated a shift in attitudes. In 1894, Lydtin called on his colleagues not to rest content ‘with the healing of damages that occur to domestic animals or with the finding of measures to protect domestic animals from plague’ but to also look for ways to improve the ‘performance’ of livestock in order to make animals more economically valuable. Pointing to the lucrative livestock breeding industry, veterinarians should, he suggested, concern themselves more with ‘life’ than ‘death’, ally themselves more with private interest than with that of the state, and reach out more to farmers than to physicians. He advised colleagues to join agricultural societies, write to breeders, socialise with them and hand out instructions on the construction and maintenance of stalls and barns. The German Veterinary Council agreed that veterinarians should be more involved in commissions for selecting superior breeding stock among stallions and bulls, a surveying process known as Körung; invited to act as inspectors of studs and foals, or as judges at livestock exhibitions and agricultural fairs; and asked to provide their expertise at meetings of central agricultural societies. For a profession that had evolved as a state service, in which individual profit making took a backseat to the greater public good, this move to offer veterinary knowledge in the service of breeders represented a major departure.

Convincing farmers to accept veterinary expertise, however, proved difficult. At one livestock exhibition in Hamburg, held in 1893, not a single veterinarian was among the eighteen judges chosen to deliberate on the quality of horses. Only in the section for cattle was a veterinarian present. He was, however, outnumbered by thirty-nine others who pronounced upon cattle as breeders, farmers and landowners. As one correspondent reported: ‘Unfortunately, the vast majority of people think that only healers of diseased animals were trained in the veterinary schools’, and that veterinarians had little to offer livestock production. The situation changed little in the twentieth century. Veterinarians charged that both chambers and schools of agriculture would choose their own officers, breeding inspectors, temporary instructors and school directors, and did not appoint ‘state-recommended, prejudice-free experts such as district veterinary officers.’ Some provinces, such as the Rhineland, were receptive, but others, such as East Prussia, were less so. For example, despite the efforts of Dr Arndt von Plotz, the chief veterinary officer, to make headway, ‘an organised opposition’ greeted his arrival: ‘The large landowners East of the Elbe view animal breeding as their innermost domain, and in my opinion it is fruitless to wage a campaign in this area.’

Considered within this broader context, the recourse to the abattoir as a centre of zoonotic policing not only represented a success in extending veterinary influence
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over meat, it also signified a failure to gain influence over farmers, especially on the issue of bovine tuberculosis. In 1883, Johne observed how, for the past century, tuberculosis had been able to run riot because farmers were blind to its dangers. Due to the relaxed rules concerning Perlsucht, he observed, breeders cared less about the distance between livestock, paid less attention to the selection of breeds and became indifferent to the dangers posed by tuberculosis. ‘Nobody until today’, he fumed, ‘tried to stop [a farmer] from selling the milk of his tubercular cow.’

A major sticking point between veterinarians and agrarians was the reliability of diagnosis. In 1887, the Landwirtschaftsrat (German Agricultural Council) expressed doubts about the communicability of tuberculosis, contending that diagnosis was difficult. Calling attention to experiments conducted in the Berlin veterinary school, the council charged that ‘extremely well-trained veterinary practitioners’ failed to establish correctly the existence of tuberculosis or other diseases in live cattle; after slaughter, animals diagnosed with tuberculosis could turn out to have been free from the disease. Veterinarians begged to differ, arguing that, only if they were offered more opportunity would chances of a more accurate diagnosis ‘significantly increase’, but such requests were rejected. Even in Bavaria, where the relationship between farmers and veterinarians was more cordial, a governmental campaign that started in 1895 to introduce tuberculin testing on live cattle quickly ran out of steam because farmers’ insistence on ‘absolute diagnostic certainty’ could not be met. It was only in 1952 that tuberculin testing became compulsory across Germany.

In 1882, Koch declared that the bacteria responsible for tuberculosis was identical in both man and animal. Confirming that the disease crossed species boundaries, he recommended draconian action: ‘Be the danger great or small that results from the consumption of Perlsucht-infected meat or milk, it is there and must therefore be avoided.’ There was nothing original either in the bacteriologist’s findings that bovine tuberculosis was communicable or in his suggestion that drastic measures were needed: in the 1870s, the veterinary community, sparked by Gerlach’s pronouncements, had already visited these issues, and proposed solutions, by the time Koch made his intervention. As Keir Waddington has shown, British veterinarians, inspired by Gerlach, also took an early interest, but the impact of Koch’s interference was decidedly different between the two countries. In the case of Britain, ‘investigators with medical or pathological backgrounds’ quickly dismissed veterinary contributions and defended their role in the assessment of the health of meat. In Germany, however, veterinarians’ influence held firm thanks to their control of abattoirs. As the example of the Freibank attests, they were
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also able to claim a major contribution to the improvement of society: their expertise once more helped salvage meat from infected cattle. Even though the recourse to the abattoir could be seen as reflecting a failure to come up with reliable tools of diagnosis and generate trust with breeders, it was through the abattoir that the German veterinary profession made advances in the late nineteenth century, culminating in the passing of the Imperial Meat Inspection Law of 1900.

Conclusions

In 1938, Reinhold Schmaltz published what remains the most comprehensive history of the German veterinary profession. For the former professor of the Berlin school, who looked triumphantly back at the ‘finished past’, the history of his profession was a heroic story of veterinarians ‘independently’ achieving ‘full equal rights with all equals’.134 One aim of this article has been to present a more sober, less simplistic and more complicated interpretation of events, in line with recent treatments accorded to other countries. German veterinary medicine in the period under review did not shape itself but was swayed by a variety of influences, traditions and interests laying claim to different types of animal. Political interests saw the need to solve epizootics among livestock at large; military figures wanted to train up farriers who would serve the horse; agricultural representatives preferred lay animal healers; and a significant body of physicians wanted little involvement in a venture that risked undermining their social reputation. Shaped by these conflicting influences and interests, veterinary medicine developed haphazardly. Exploiting the hippological tradition, veterinary schools emerged with a strong interest in military horses. By the mid-nineteenth century, as the voice of veterinary officers became dominant, concerns about competition with lay animal healers died down. The focus shifted to combating cattle plague and identification with physicians grew strong. Building on their expertise in epizootics, veterinarians during the 1870s carved out new terrain in zoonosis, through their involvement with trichinosis, and then cemented their position through their later involvement with bovine tuberculosis.

Another major thread that has run through this article has been the entangled relationship between human and animal medicine. From early on, medical practitioners carried out veterinary duties. Even though some physicians resisted involvement in the veterinary schools, they were happy to teach the subject at universities. Following the foundation of the first generation of veterinary schools, discussion continued about the role of medicine in veterinary affairs, reflected in the ambiguous position medical officers assumed in veterinary police. What is clear is that veterinarians looked up to medical doctors. For this very reason, as medicine became increasingly scientific, veterinarians also wished to become scientific practitioners – a status achieved through their involvement in meat hygiene. Ultimately, the two healing professions differed in the degree to which they relied on the state. For veterinarians who struggled to win custom, especially in the countryside, involvement as public servants was integral to their survival, while, for medical practitioners, state appointments helped increase their competitiveness in private practice. Exposed less to the rigours of the marketplace, German veterinary identity came to acquire a strong public service ethos.

Compared with the British experience, the state-centred nature of the German profession was stark. In Britain, the private practitioners dominated the profession, which emphasised
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practical knowledge, business acumen and social skills. In Germany, calls for a more practical orientation were made by the military, whose influence, while strong at the outset, diminished as the nineteenth century progressed. The voices of private practitioners are barely audible throughout the nineteenth century. For much of the period under review, veterinary officials dominated, whose status was built on superior school-leaving qualifications. They viewed the attainment of education and, in particular, scientific knowledge to be the way forward. Their powers grew more pronounced as veterinarians became employed in abattoirs, which allowed them to dissect and investigate both healthy and diseased animals in a laboratory-like setting. Crucially, while in Britain veterinarians were slow to embrace bacteriology because they felt threatened by a new model of controlling epizootics, in Germany veterinarians were more accommodating because of their secure position as sanitary investigators. They even claimed zoonotic diseases as part of their remit as the profession tried to expand its field of expertise.

Over the course of the nineteenth century, German veterinarians thus became important actors whose expertise informed the ways in which a modernising society should deal with animals. Contagious animal diseases became a major issue, with veterinarians contributing to debates about how the spread of epizootics should be contained. Concerns about meat hygiene offered veterinarians the opportunity to participate in discussions about how nutritious, healthy and safe foods could be tested, passed fit for consumption and delivered to a rapidly urbanising society. To make advances in both epizootics and zoonoses, veterinarians also sought to influence livestock breeding, persuading breeders to accept their ‘scientific’ expertise. Physicians, butchers, farmers – to name a few – contested this process of ‘veterinisation’ because it threatened both ownership and traditional understanding of animal bodies. Nonetheless, within rural and urban Germany, in diverse fields such as health, food, military and medicine, veterinary expertise made significant inroads – a development that became more marked during the twentieth century.